Hand Factor

Cleopatra Enterprise can easily be used for factor estimating. For this reason Cost Engineering has added the Knowledgebase Factor Estimating. This knowledgebase allows you to quickly build an estimate based on the methodology of W.E. Hand. Through its parametric calculation models you can easily determine the cost for your equipment. Based on this information the Hand factor calculation will automatically calculate the other cost involved. This helps you to quickly and accurately make a study estimate for your projects by using factor estimating methods.

This knowledgebase covers everything that you would need to build an accurate study estimate. Ranging from the foundation to the painting and testing, all aspects of the process are part of the Knowledgebase Factor Estimating.

“The decisive factor for your study estimates.”
Hand Factor

Knowledgebase Specifications

Hand Factor

Methodology:
Equipment based on parametric models or based on quotes. Associated work based on the Hand factor.

Activities:
• Supply
• Equipment
• Foundations
• Pavement
• Supporting
• Platforms
• Buildings
• Piping
• Insulation
• Fireproofing
• Electrical
• Instrumentation
• Painting
• Cleaning
• Testing
• Transport
• Installation
• Miscellaneous